
GODSPEED magazine Joins FrontGate Media
to Offer First Ever Guaranteed Advertising™
ORANGE COUNTY, CA, USA, September
27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
GODSPEED magazine has selected
FrontGate Media, the leading faith-
based marketing agency and media
group, to exclusively represent
GODSPEED for sales of their digital
advertising and promotions.

GODSPEED magazine is a digital
publication uniquely focused on God in
action. From the largest mission trips
in history to a verified paraplegic who
is walking, GODSPEED is connecting
the body of Christ through tangible
evidence of His fingerprints.

The first Guaranteed Advertising™ ever
offered in a magazine is now available
from GODSPEED magazine. With an
intense focus on creating tangible
results for advertisers, GODSPEED magazine has developed a new, proprietary methodology that
guarantees the number of real-time leads advertisers will receive per month. Emerging from
beta testing with a limited group of test advertisers, initial demand has already translated to a 6-
week set-up time for new advertisers.

Additional results from the beta include the growth of GODSPEED magazine’s newsletter, which
currently reaches 130,000 believers. GODSPEED plans to add a minimum of an additional
250,000 Christians by year end.  

From focusing on the individuals God has chosen to protect the freedom to worship Him in
America to revealing those God is using to save nations in a day, GODSPEED magazine is
bringing a fresh breath of content to the formulaic world of Christian media. An original LIVE
audience engagement show on Social Media is launching now to drive additional digital
engagement through GODSPEED’s app. These fruits are coming from a tree that took 6 years to
cultivate and that has deep roots across America from coast to coast. 

GODSPEED magazine has a goal to bridge the body of Christ by serving every man, woman, and
child on earth who has a genuine interest in seeing God in action.

Scott A. Shuford, Founder & CEO of FrontGate Media states, "GODSPEED magazine is a much-
needed explosion of fresh, unique content and a bold, new engagement strategy for advertisers
who want to reach the faith-based audience. We are excited to come alongside this publication
and introduce their new guaranteed results system to help ministries, businesses, and
influencers to create impact through GODSPEED magazine.” 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.godspeedmag.com


“GODSPEED magazine is focused on pioneering new digital strategy to create unified growth in
Christ and we are pleased to be working with FrontGate on building an ethical, results-driven
platform for advertisers looking to impact the Christian community. We love that FrontGate is
helping GODSPEED magazine to take a creative, content-driven approach to our digital
initiatives.” shares Jeremy T. Lamont, Publisher of GODSPEED magazine.

Those interested in a promotional partnership with GODSPEED magazine should contact
FrontGate Media at FrontGateMedia.com. 

About FrontGate Media
Award-winning FrontGate Media is the leading marketing agency and media group specializing in
the faith and family audience.  With an 18-year track record of success, the firm serves as “Your
Gateway to the Christian Audience.” FrontGate’s full-service agency and media group has been
trusted with over 5,000 campaigns, providing Faith-based market Strategy Development, Public
Relations, Social Media & Marketing, and Media Buying. FrontGate’s own Web & Events Network
also provides reach to tens of millions of people each month via their sites, events and email
subscribers.  Founded in 2001, FrontGate has repeatedly been honored in the Internet
Advertising Competition and the WebAwards. The company plays a key role in the success of for-
profit and non-profit organizations seeking the faith-based and family-friendly audiences.
http://FrontGateMedia.com
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